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                    201 S. Biscayne Blvd, Suite 1200, Miami, FL 33131, United States.
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                    Facilita Instituição de Pagamento S/A

                    Rua Senador Milton Campos, n. 35 - Vila da Serra CEP 34006-050 - Nova Lima, MG, Brazil.
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                    FPAY INTERNACIONAL, SA

                    Boulevard Manuel Ávila Camacho 118, 16 floor Ciudad de México, 11000, México.
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                    FPay Colombia S.A.S.

                     Cl. 93a #13 - 24, Piso 5, código postal 110911. Bogotá, D.C., Colombia.
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                    FacilitaPay operates in compliance with the regulations that rule the Brazilian Payments Market (SPB in Brazilian acronym); Exchange Market and Means of Payment. FacilitaPay is legally constituted and regulated as a eFX provider, in the term of the "Circular 3.691/13" of the Brazilian Central Bank, with the alterations included from the publication of the "Resolution nº 148/21" of the Brazilian Central Bank, as an International Payment Facilitator and as a Bank Correspondent, as per the "Resolution nº3.954/2011" of the Brazilian Central Bank).                
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